Laundry Visual Supports - Folding Visual Strips

Learning Focus:

- Reading: Informational text
- Speaking and listening
- Language

Learning Level:

- Essential
- Intermediate
- Advanced

Instructions:

1. Print and cut the folding visual strips.

2. Before teaching the Laundry routine and/or while waiting for the laundry to wash or dry, teach students to fold different types of laundry during a small group activity, using the visual strips as a visual support.

Suggestions for Differentiation:

1. For essential level learners, model how to fold with the cue, "Do this."

2. For intermediate level learners, reference the visual strip to teach students how to fold each item. Provide one-step directions and/or a model when showing how to fold.

3. For advanced level learners, provide multi-step directions when explaining how to fold and provide students with a larger quantity of items to fold.
Folding Visual Strip: Pants
Folding Visual Strip: Towels